Driving a better understanding of
Housing Markets
Tanzania Workshop, Dar es Salaam
19 April 2018
Data leads to better investment
decisions in housing
Making housing finance markets work in Africa

Purpose of this workshop
• 1. Present and Engage the
findings of the Housing Economic
Value Chain Model
• To provide a platform for local
participants to critically engage
with the Housing and the Economy
Model
• Demonstrate which datasets were
used, what assumptions were
made, and gaps that can be filled
using any potential additional
datasets
• To test assumptions used and
validate data inputs and analytical
outputs of the HEM and
Benchmarking Construction Cost
Study

• 2. Demonstrate how CAHF has
been collecting data to better
understand the Tanzania housing
and housing finance market:
• Housing Construction Costs Study –
ascertain if the information presented is
reflective of the market and key policy
issues?
• Quantifying the rental market in
Tanzania
• Landscape of Investment
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What do we want to leave today with?
• Ascertain and confirm assumptions on Housing Economic
Value Chain Model
• Refined and informed approach to assumptions made within the
Housing Economic Value Chain Model based on the reality of the
market
• Hear from participants how this data relates to or adds value to
current work
• Hear from participants how current work can add substance to
CAHF’s attempt at understanding the market

• Commitment of information sources to feed into model and
research at large
• Buy-in and Individual connections made to collate
information going forward
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Proposed Agenda
•
•

09h00 – 09h15: Welcome, Introductions and purpose of the workshop
09h15 – 10h00: Agenda and CAHF presentation on data currently collected
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Housing Finance in Africa Yearbook
Landscape of Investment in Tanzania
Quantifying Rental Markets in Africa
Benchmarking Construction Costs Study

10h00 – 10h30: Discussion (All)
10h30 – 10h45: Tea
10h45 – 11h30: Housing Economic Value Chain Model (Part 1)
11h30 – 12h30: Discussion
12:30 – 13h15: Lunch
13:15 – 14h00: Housing Economic Value Chain Model (Part 2)
14h00 – 15h00: Discussion and Feedback
15h00-15h15: Tea
15h15 – 15h45: Discussion and Way forward
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The vision of CAHF is an enabled affordable housing finance system in countries
throughout Africa, where governments, business, and practitioners work together
to provide a wide range of housing options accessible to all.
Look at your Information Pack!
CAHF’s mission is to make Africa’s housing finance markets work, with special attention to access to housing finance
for the poor, through the dissemination of research and market intelligence, the provision of strategic support, and
ongoing engagement in both the public and the private sector; supporting increased investment, cross-sector
collaborations and a market-based approach.
The overall goal of our work is to see an increase of investment in affordable housing and housing finance throughout
Africa: more players and better products, with a specific focus on the poor.
Understanding the housing market: how the housing participates
in wider processes – the economy, the city, the household – and the
demands that this places on policy, products and systems in the
housing sector.
Exploring innovation in housing finance: innovation that extends
access to housing finance for lower income earners
Monitoring housing sector performance: data-intensive, this
theme champions the information needs of investors, practitioners
and policy makers towards better decision-making and
implementation in the housing sector.
Supporting housing sector market development: Direct focus on
its goal of seeing an increase of investment in affordable housing
and housing finance throughout Africa: more players and better
products, with a specific focus on the poor.

CAHF is the
Secretariat to
the:
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CAHFs Approach
Market development
platform
•
•
•
•
•
•

Theme 4: Supporting local market development
Promoting investment: Pan-African and local
contexts
Support to AUHF members
Demonstration projects
Professional development
Country / city / initiative specific interventions

4. Investment and
innovation facilitation
& support

1. Data & analytics:
Qualitative & quantitative

Knowledge platform
•
•

Theme 1: Understanding the housing market
Theme 2: Exploring innovation in housing
finance
Theme 3: Monitoring housing sector
performance

•

•
•

Research, reports, analytics, videos, etc
Tools : databases, dashboards, frameworks,
methodologies

Strategic engagement &
networking
• Communications: website, reports,
videos, social media
• Presentations, seminars,
workshops, webinar
• Convening / dialogue facilitation:
public / private / third sector
• Professional development
• Tools for market development

2. In-depth research
& information

Advocacy platform
•
•
•

3. Policy analysis &
dialogue at the local level

•
•
•

Theme 4: Supporting local market development
International institutions with local focus: World
Bank, AfDB, AfD, UN Habitat, etc.
Regional organisations with local access: African
Union for Housing Finance, AfDB
National and local governments
Presentations to conferences & seminars
Working groups:
•
FSDs housing finance WG
•
Pensions & housing WG
•
Housing data WG
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••Housing Economic Value
Chain Model
••Benchmarking
Construction Costs Study

••Housing Investment
Landscape
••Housing Microfinance
Working Group Tanzania
••Support to AUHF
members

••Country Case Studies
••Residential Real Estate
Investment Trusts in
Africa
••Rental
••TZ Credit Market
Diagnostic

Understanding
Housing
Markets

Innovation in
Housing and
Housing
Finance

Supporting
Housing
Market
Development

Monitoring
Housing Sector
Performance

Bank of Tanzania
Azania Bank Limited
Bank of Africa, Tanzania
CRDB Bank Plc
First Housing Finance (Tanzania) Limited
National Microfinance Bank
Tanzania Mortgage Refinance Company Ltd
Vizar Homes Ltd
National Housing Corporation Tanzania
Watumishi Housing Company

Case study: The Role of Mortgage
Liquidity Facilities in Housing
Finance
REITS - Priority Watumishi Housing
Company
Understanding and Quantifying
Rental Markets in Africa – Tanzania
Focus Note

••HOFINET
••Housing Finance in
Africa Yearbook
••Baseline Survey

www.housingfinanceafrica.org

Housing Finance in
Africa Yearbook, 2017
• High level
•

•
•
•
•

Need deeper dive Interventions

In-country consultants
Survey Monkey
Data table
Housing Classifications - what does
housing look like in Tanzania?
•

How much is it to rent, own in
different market segments

• How is housing financed?
• What are the key finance
instruments?
• What hinders affordability? Interest
rates?
• What are the key investments
currently being undertaken?
•

Deep dive - Landscape of Investment
study
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••Housing Economic Value
Chain Model
••Benchmarking
Construction Costs Study

••Housing Investment
Landscape
••Housing Microfinance
Working Group Tanzania
••Support to AUHF
members

••Country Case Studies
••Residential Real Estate
Investment Trusts in
Africa
••Rental
••TZ Credit Market
Diagnostic

Understanding
Housing
Markets

Innovation in
Housing and
Housing
Finance

Supporting
Housing
Market
Development

Monitoring
Housing Sector
Performance

Bank of Tanzania
Azania Bank Limited
Bank of Africa, Tanzania
CRDB Bank Plc
First Housing Finance (Tanzania) Limited
National Microfinance Bank
Tanzania Mortgage Refinance Company Ltd
Vizar Homes Ltd
National Housing Corporation Tanzania
Watumishi Housing Company

Case study: The Role of Mortgage
Liquidity Facilities in Housing
Finance
REITS - Priority Watumishi Housing
Company
Understanding and Quantifying
Rental Markets in Africa – Tanzania
Focus Note

••HOFINET
••Housing Finance in
Africa Yearbook
••Baseline Survey

www.housingfinanceafrica.org

Housing Investment Landscape
• Scoping large scale investment in EAC and Tanzania
• Provides useful data on existing DFI investors, the type of instruments
they use to invest and the investment environment they operate in.
• Establish a mechanism to track this on an ongoing basis
• However, a key barrier to this growth remains the chronic lack of rigorous
data on the breadth and character of financial infrastructure investment.
• Market targeting and segmenting - Without this data, targeted
interventions become challenging and result in unresponsive housing
finance packages, the high occurrence of Non-performing loans (NPLs)
and poor uptake of new residential developments.
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2000 – 2017: 9% (US$ 820 million) of the total assets (US$ 14.2 billion) of DFIs
committed to activities having a direct impact on the housing sector in Tanzania.
China Exim Bank and the World Bank were biggest investors, committing US$ 200
and 100 million, to the sector.
Local institutional
Investors
– TMRC
– Pension sector –
only 30% can be
invested into
real estate.
– Watumishi Real
Estate
Investment Trust
(50 000 units to
affordable
segment)
– Savings and
Credit
Cooperative
Societies Local
Savings
Schemes
Kayiira, D (2017) Housing Investment
Landscape Tanzania, Centre for Affordable
housing Finance in Africa

Making housing finance markets work for the poor

Housing Investment Landscape
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Investment into housing has been limited despite its
catalytic role in stimulating the Tanzanian economy

Kayiira, D (2017) Housing Investment Landscape Tanazania, Centre for
Affordable housing Finance in Africa

Making housing finance markets work for the poor

••Housing Economic Value
Chain Model
••Benchmarking
Construction Costs Study

••Housing Investment
Landscape
••Housing Microfinance
Working Group Tanzania
••Support to AUHF
members

••Country Case Studies
••Residential Real Estate
Investment Trusts in
Africa
••Rental
••TZ Credit Market
Diagnostic

Understanding
Housing
Markets

Innovation in
Housing and
Housing
Finance

Supporting
Housing
Market
Development

Monitoring
Housing Sector
Performance

Bank of Tanzania
Azania Bank Limited
Bank of Africa, Tanzania
CRDB Bank Plc
First Housing Finance (Tanzania) Limited
National Microfinance Bank
Tanzania Mortgage Refinance Company Ltd
Vizar Homes Ltd
Making
housing
finance
markets work for the poor
National Housing
Corporation
Tanzania
Watumishi Housing Company

Case study: The Role of Mortgage
Liquidity Facilities in Housing
Finance
REITS - Priority Watumishi Housing
Company
Understanding and Quantifying
Rental Markets in Africa – Tanzania
Focus Note

••HOFINET
••Housing Finance in
Africa Yearbook
••Baseline Survey

www.housingfinanceafrica.org

Quantifying and
Understanding Rental
Markets in Africa
Tanzania Focus
Note

TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS:

8 444 035

HOUSEHOLDS RENTING:

1 542 000

4%
7%
7%

82%

Other households
Dar es Salaam Renters
Other Urban Renters
Rural Renters
Household Budget Survey 2011/12
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Quantifying and Understanding Rental Markets
in Africa
Objectives of the study
••Highlight the importance of rental
markets and to support investment
into the sector. Five countries of
focus - Angola, Cote d’Ivoire,
Senegal, Tanzania and Uganda.
••Existing household surveys
conducted by Tanzania Household
Budget Survey 2011/12
••Webscraping of data generated by
online rental classified websites:
••categorize data (location, asking
price, types of units)

How does this project inform CAHF’s data
objectives across priority countries in
Africa?
••What data sources exist?
••What are the key indicators?
••What are the implications of these
objectives for the way CAHF engages
with data owners?
••National statistical agencies
••Cities
••World Bank
••Other development organisations
••Private companies
••Individuals
••What are the implications of the
objectives for the way CAHF engages
with data users?
••What are the implications for the data
portal?
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A Framework for Understanding the Rental
Market
LANDLORDS
The micro level refers landlords – providers of rental in
the market
§ Number of landlords
§ Type of landlords (small scale, institutional,
employers, public, etc.)
§ Target markets
§ Characteristics of stock
§ Financing
§ Management practices (e.g. contracting
arrangement, maintenance, eviction process, etc.)
§ Arrears levels
§ Subsidies
§ Gross and net yields

MACRO ENVIRONMENT
Macro economy and population statistics
§ Size and growth of the economy (GDP)
§ Political risk and stability
§ Median household incomes
§ Unemployment rates (urban and rural)
§ Population (people and households, urban and rural)
§ Urban population and rate of urbanization
Policy, regulation and legislation
§ Housing policy exists
§ Housing policy includes specific policy related to rental
§ Legislation related to rental. E.g. legislation regarding
deposits, rent setting and increases, duration and
termination of contract, maintenance and repairs,
eviction etc.
§ Existence of conflict resolution process
§ Process to evict, average cost and average duration

TENANTS
Demand refers to current and potential tenants, as well as the current
housing situation in a market more broadly
§ Housing stock and backlog
§ Key elements in the housing value chain that have an
impact on housing markets
§ Land ownership and tenure status
§ Type of dwellings and dwelling conditions
§ Household characteristics
§ Tenants
§ Number of tenants and by type of rental (institutional,
small-scale, etc.)
§ HH characteristics and quality of life
§ Dwelling conditions (type of dwelling, access to
services)
§ Affordability – employment levels, incomes and % of
income spent on rent
§ Motivations for renting

SUPPORT ORGANISATIONS
The organisations and institutions that
support the rental market.
Developers, Financers, Credit Bureaus and
Managers
§ Target markets
§ Stock (units, vacancy rates, dwelling type,
location, size etc.)
§ Planned units
§ Management practices (deposits, rent setting,
duration & termination of contract, repairs &
maintenance)
§ Financing (developer finance)
§ Gross and net yields
§ Arrears
§ Subsidies
1
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Macro Indicators

Source: World Bank Databank, 2018 Index of Economic
Freedom,
Risk assessment: Country risk encompasses transfer and
convertibility risk and cases of force majeure
Business climate:
Economic Freedom Index: Ranks 178 countries based on
12 freedoms ranging from property rights to financial
freedom
Ease of Doing Business Index: Measures how conducive
the regulatory environment is to starting and operating a
local firm

POPULATION OF TANANIA = 57 million

13%

8.44
MILLION HOUSEHOLDS

-

20%
67%

Dar es Salaam
Other urban
Rural

2
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Tenants
1.54
Household

Budget

Survey

2011/12, Almost 80% or 1.2
million renter households reside

MILLION RENTER
HOUSEHOLDS
(18% of total households)

in urban areas where rental
penetration is at 44%.

21%

38%

40%

Dar es
Salaam

Urban renter households are considered in more detail below

URBAN RENTER HOUSEHOLDS: DWELLING CHARACTERISTICS

DWELLING MATERIALS

MAIN MATERIAL FOR ROOF
• Iron sheets: 96%

ACCESS TO SERVICES

CONNECTION TO
ELECTRICITY

61%

FLUSH TOILET IN
DWELLING OR ON
SITE

24%

PIPED WATER IN
DWELLING OR ON
SITE

37%

• Tiles: 2%
• Other: 2%

MAIN MATERIAL FOR WALLS
• Cement bricks: 64%
• Baked bricks: 21%
• Sundried bricks: 9%
• Other: 6%

Source: Tanzania National Household Budget Survey 2011/12

3
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Urban Renter Household Characteristics
URBAN RENTER HOUSEHOLDS: HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION

Nuclear
family

Extended family/ nonrelated

One person
household

Single parent
family

39%

22%

20%

10%

Couple (no
kids)

9%

URBAN RENTER HOUSEHOLDS: HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS

Source: Tanzania National
Household Budget Survey
2011/12
1: Households are defined as
‘overcrowded’ if there are
three or more people per
‘sleeping’ room

4
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Web scraping online rental classifieds can provide highly granular data on
rentals. However, privacy concerns and legal barriers can prohibit the practice

Why is web scraping useful for a rental
market investigation?

What is web scraping?

§ Web scraping is a data extraction technique whereby

§

channel to facilitate transactions in the property market across Africa

information is collected from a website/s using an
automated process

§

or region

database or spreadsheet to enable the subsequent
§

type, size and location

which is comparably much more time consuming
§

§

activity in a particular area (i.e. how quickly are rental properties moving?)

quick and effective method to collect vast amounts of data

etc.)

Furthermore, indicators such as the average marketing period for a rental property (i.e.
how long the ad stays posted on the website) can be used as an indicator of rental market

§ However, if used constructively, web scraping is a very

on a regular basis (hourly, weekly, bi-monthly, monthly

Likewise, indicators on tenant management practices can also be derived from the data
such as landlords’ deposit requirements

privacy concerns and other technical considerations (i.e.
load on their servers)

For example, the average rental property price in an area is a very valuable indicator
that can be derived from this data. This price indicator can also be viewed by property

§ Web scraping is an alternative to manual data capturing,

§ Some websites do not allow scraping of their data due to

Rental property listings contain valuable information that, when aggregated, can provide
an a detailed overview of rental market activity and trends in a particular suburb, city

§ The data is typically gathered and organised into a central

analysis and mining of the data

Online classified websites such as Gumtree and Jumia are increasingly being used as a

§

The type, quantity and spatial granularity of the data available through web scraping is
unprecedented
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An added benefit of rental listing data is the images of the properties that can be
captured. Visual data is incredibly powerful in that it, quite literally, brings the data to
life. However, beyond selecting one or two images of properties per rental price
category, there is limited use for the image data
22

NUMBER OF LISTED RENTAL PROPERTIES BY RENTAL PRICES (USD)

314

343

314

147

66

49

69

71

82

107
68

79

55

43

35

2,500 2,999

2,000 2,4999

1,500 1,999

1,200 - 1499

1,000 1,199

800 - 899

700 - 799

600 - 699

500 - 599

400 - 499

350 - 399

300 - 349

250 - 299

200 - 249

150 - 199

100 - 149

50 - 99

16

27

5,000 +

80

4,000 4,999

112

3,500 4,000

106

3,000 3,499

145
98

< 50

Number of listed rental properties

TANZANIA

Asking rental price (USD)
Source: Zoom Tanzania (data scraped from website)
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RENTAL PROPERTY PRICES

TANZANIA

Draft – not for circulation or quotation

(Top 12 suburbs / regions by number of rental properties listed on Zoom Tanzania)
MBEZI BEACH

910

189 336

9 000

850

UPANGA

928

1 904

1 105

MASAKI

8 000
3 018

1 716

7 000
2 920

1 475

882

5 500

Suburb / region

OYSTER BAY
443

MSASANI
252

MIKOCHENI
149

1 914

810

5 000
1 215

640

5 000

556

327

4 000

KINONDONI
135 196

513

2 000

KUNDUCHI
SINZA

104
157

349

AVERAGE MONTHLY RENTAL BY
AREA AND NUMBER OF BEDROOMS

1 bedroom
2 bedroom
3 bedroom
Endpoints represent cheapest
and most expensive listings in
each area

1 700

214
159 345

900

KIJITONYAMA
148
95 195

450

TABATA
143
89 202

KIMARA

315

500
Source: Zoom Tanzania (data scraped from website)

1 000

1 500

2 000

2 500

3 000

Monthly rental (USD)
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37

Given the spatial granularity of
the data captured from a
property listing, it is possible to
visualise the data on a map. We
have done a simple mock-up
using Google maps, however,
other data platforms such as
Tableau may be better suited for
more advanced visualisation

View map at: https://drive.google.com/a/eighty20.co.za/open?id=1QAdwznBmv-iwu4ahaW5j6Bzy1J03bI3v&usp=sharing
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Discussion
•

Both private and public landlords supply rental in Tanzania

•

The National Housing Corporation (NHC) has a mandate that includes renting out and managing houses or
properties built by the corporation and those acquired by government. According to Tanzania Invest, in 2015,
the NHC owned nearly 20,000 housing and commercial rental units located in almost all of the major urban
areas of Tanzania Mainland1.

• Relatively vibrant middle to upper income rental market.
• A web scraping technique was used to obtain data on properties advertised on an online rental agency, Zoom
Tanzania, in Dar es Salaam.
• This data includes pricing, other terms and conditions of the rental agreement, the specifications and location
of the property as well as an image. In total data on over 2,400 rental properties was obtained. Two thirds of
the properties are classified as ‘houses to rent’, 32% are apartments and 1% are rooms for rent. More than half
of the properties listed have three or more bedrooms.
• Key data gaps: These include legislation and regulation relevant to the rental market and data on the mesolayer (organisations and infrastructure that supports the rental market such as developers, financers, credit
bureaus and managers). While some data on landlords and tenants exists, there are numerous gaps such as the
type of landlord and affordability of tenants.

5
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••Housing Economic Value
Chain Model
••Benchmarking
Construction Costs Study

••Housing Investment
Landscape
••Housing Microfinance
Working Group Tanzania
••Support to AUHF
members

••Country Case Studies
••Residential Real Estate
Investment Trusts in
Africa
••Rental
••TZ Credit Market
Diagnostic

Understanding
Housing
Markets

Innovation in
Housing and
Housing
Finance

Supporting
Housing
Market
Development

Monitoring
Housing Sector
Performance

Bank of Tanzania
Azania Bank Limited
Bank of Africa, Tanzania
CRDB Bank Plc
First Housing Finance (Tanzania) Limited
National Microfinance Bank
Tanzania Mortgage Refinance Company Ltd
Vizar Homes Ltd
National Housing Corporation Tanzania
Watumishi Housing Company

Case study: The Role of Mortgage
Liquidity Facilities in Housing
Finance
REITS - Priority Watumishi Housing
Company
Understanding and Quantifying
Rental Markets in Africa – Tanzania
Focus Note

••HOFINET
••Housing Finance in
Africa Yearbook
••Baseline Survey

www.housingfinanceafrica.org

Benchmarking Construction Costs
Study
RECAP
What was the study? What were the key motivations? How did we approach it?

KEY FINDINGS
What did we find? Reports and Outputs
QUICK WORKSHOP
• Focus on Tanzania findings
• Workshop: Feedback and Discussion
• http://housingfinanceafrica.org/dashboards/brick-level-benchmarkinghousing-construction-costs-africa/
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Overview: Benchmarking construction
costs
How much does it cost to build a typical house in Africa?
How do housing prices vary from one country to another?
What are the reasons for these differences?
what is a ’standard house’ is across divergent cultures
Housing literature and conference papers often mention
“conventional housing”, “affordable housing”, “basic
housing” and “building cost”, but these terms are not
clearly defined.
Different costs in different countries.
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Overview: Benchmarking construction
costs

Housing cost benchmarking study.
Consistent methodology for
specifying, detailing and costing a
standardised house on a uniform
basis.
Two cities (Capital and Secondary
City)
In fifteen African countries
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Key Findings
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Key Findings: Capital Cities
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Key Findings: Secondary Cities
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Findings: Cost of Materials
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Benchmarking Construction Costs
Study
• Discussion on Tanzania Findings
• Findings on Tanzania
• Guiding questions
– True reflection or not?
– In your experience, what’s similar or different?
– Gaps and points of intervention – how can we reduce costs? Size, policy,
incentives etc?

• Next steps – update with more recent data
– Next updates: What can we add to the work?
– Any other ideas on the update or regional benchmarking study?
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Findings in Tanzania

US$ 26 750 (TSH 60 862 938)

US$ 28 007 (TSH 63 722 927)
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Detail on costs – Level 1
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Workshop: Feedback on Tanzania Costs
Group Work
• Based on your knowledge/experience, are these
costs a true reflection of the situation in TZ?
• In your experience, what are the similarities or
differences?
• Gaps and points of intervention
• What are the reasons for high or low costs?
• How can we reduce costs?
– Unit sizes?
– Specific policies on land, use of local materials, imported
materials?
– Municipal incentives for developments, bulk infrastructure?

• In future updates, what would be a useful addition?
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CAHFs Strategy going forward

Data stimulates
investment and
helps investors
mediate their risk

• Foster relationships with key data agencies and stakeholders in
TZ to feed into existing processes and provide technical and
strategic support (to champion housing data)
• Tanzania Mortgage Refinance Company – MoU signed 19 March 2018
• Requested discussion for collaboration with Tanzania National Bureau of
Statistics
• World Bank funded the Housing Information Centre to be set up

• Continue to convene stakeholder engagement – e.g. this
workshop
• Continue to track data in the sector comparable to other East
African countries as well as the continent
• Continue to engage research to respond to gaps in the sector and
a better understanding of housing markets
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Way Forward
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THANK YOU!
www.housingfinanceafrica.org
sireena@housingfinanceafrica.org
https://www.facebook.com/HousingFinanceAfrica?ref=hl

Twitter @CAHF_Africa
Twitter @AUHF_Housing

The Housing Finance in Africa 2017 Yearbook can be downloaded from

http://www.housingfinanceafrica.org/document/2016-housing-finance-in-africa-yearbook/

